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The Year of Living (Relatively) Famously 

Last April, Jersey poet Stephen Dunn won the Pulitzer prize. His life since is proof 

of the old adage: Be careful what you wish for.

By Kevin C. Shelly

 

  Poet Stephen Dunn’s subject has always been life – primarily, his own. But 

nowadays, the 62-year-old Dunn’s subject is dissolution and death – again, his 

own. “I’ve considered suicide,” he says evenly. It’s a choice he hopes to exercise 

while still in control of his life. “I’d like to think I’d be courageous enough,” he 

adds with a bemused smile, relaxing in the randomly furnished condo he recently 

rented in Smithville, a village near Atlantic City better known for hawking tourist 

kitsch than for nurturing intellectuals. 

Dunn’s demise remains theoretical; he hasn’t yet settled on a method or a 

moment for doing himself in. But dissolution and death have proven rich and 

rewarding topics, fodder for a true oxymoron in modern literature: a best-selling 

poetry book. More than 25 years after he began publishing collections of his 

poems, Dunn expects his first substantial royalty check this spring. Now that he’s 

finally a name-brand poet, Dunn’s reading fee, once a few hundred bucks, 

routinely exceeds $5,000. Richard Stockton State College in Galloway Township, 



where he has taught poetry and creative writing in relative obscurity for more than 

a quarter of a century, has showered him with recognitions and a substantial raise; 

it’s hoping to hold onto him. Colleges and universities with bigger wallets and 

more prestige want him to lecture under their gabled roofs. 

The “po biz” -- the odd mix of teaching, writing, reading and publishing that 

supports most contemporary poets -- is finally proving to be good business for 

Stephen Dunn. Still, he is thinking long and deeply about his inevitable end just as 

his career is peaking, and for good reason. 

Dunn’s past 12 months have been a wild ride. 

His marriage of more than 30 years is dissolving. That’s why he’s 

temporarily quartered in this nondescript condo instead of the secluded, book-filled 

house in the woods of nearby Port Republic where most of his 11 collections of 

poetry were written. The writing barn there where he once worked is vacant and 

musty, turned into storage space. His writing gets done now mostly during 

residencies at art colonies. 

He’s giddily in love, but won’t say more on the subject. 

He’s considering taking early retirement at Stockton State -- where he is by 

far the biggest man on campus -- allowing him to accept teaching posts at better 

schools. 

He made it through his 50s, when the men in his family routinely die from 

circulatory problems, only to be saved for a worse fate: a neurological disorder that 



will eventually leave him trembling uncontrollably, unable to play the sports he 

loves, unable to walk, unable to swallow, unable to smile or laugh, unable to write 

without immense effort, and, ultimately, unable to care for himself in even the most 

basic sense.

His Parkinson’s disease -- the impetus for his fatal thoughts -- remains under 

control five years after it was diagnosed, though the tremor on his right side shows 

even with drugs. And dementia, which eventually afflicts 30 percent of  

Parkinson’s patients over 70, is an insistent -- if distant -- worry. More annoying 

for now is the chronic tendonitis that has forced the once athletic poet, who frets in 

a recent poem that “on the sidelines they’re saying/he’s lost a step,” to shoot hoop 

and play tennis left-handed.

That’s not all he’s lost. He has lately left more of his money than usual on 

the Texas Hold ’Em poker tables at his haunts in Atlantic City. 

Dunn’s rise to larger fame began last April, when he won the Pulitzer’s 

poetry prize -- and $7,500 -- for Different Hours. The slim volume is a collection 

of poems largely about death and dissolution – his own, albeit obliquely. Telling 

titles include “Sixty,” “The Death of God,” “Their Divorce,” “The Last Hours,” 

“Losing Steps,” and “Burying the Cat.” 

The book’s final poem, “A Postmortem Guide,” begins: “For my eulogist, in 

advance.” His friend and fellow poet, Lawrence Rabb, calls it simply “a death 

poem.” Its penultimate stanza reads:



Tell them that at the end I had no need

for God, who’d become just a story

I once loved, one of many

with concealments and late-night rescues,

high sentence and pomp. The truth is

I learned to live without hope

as well as I could, almost happily,

in the despoiled and radiant now.

Aided by the Pulitzer’s notoriety, Different Hours has become a hit on 

poetry’s meager scale, with more than 14,000 copies bought so far. That’s more 

than twice the number of books Dunn usually sells, despite his stature for the past 

two decades as one of the country’s best poets. Not since Sylvia Plath’s 

posthumous Collected Poems  -- another Pulitzer winner -- has such a bleak book 

of poems been received so warmly. (Sandy:The Bell Jar is Plath’s novel; 

Davidson failed me, as did my memory.)

The convergence of Dunn’s career peak with the advent of his Parkinson’s 

seems an especially cruel irony for a man who wants both as a poet and an athlete 

“to play as competitively as he can at any given moment…not just wanting to win 

but to perform as well and gracefully,” as he can, says Rabb, a Middlebury College 



professor who routinely reads Dunn’s unfinished poems and regularly plays tennis 

with him.

Then again, Dunn seems an unlikely poet to begin with.

Addicted to poker, basketball, tennis, Scrabble and wordplay, Dunn grew up 

in Queens, New York, in a house that was, literally, without books. His earliest 

literary influence was radio essayist Jean Shepherd, a master of loopy tales of 

childhood. An arthritic grandfather, who read borrowed library books as he drank 

himself to sleep, was the family storyteller. But the use of language remained 

foreign to Dunn, who struggled in school, shy to the point of muteness. His father 

sold appliances and gambled at the track; his mother stayed home, caring for Dunn 

and his brother. Stephen was the first collegian in his family.

A high-school jock, he attended Hofstra on a basketball scholarship, playing 

on the university’s most successful team. The experience opened him up, gave him 

friends, and allowed him to see himself as successful and capable for the first time. 

He majored in history and took classes in English and philosophy, especially 

existentialism. But he was lost when it came to a career. He played semipro 

baseball for a season in Williamsport, Pennsylvania, hoping for direction, but 

didn’t get asked back. So he answered an ad placed by Nabisco, and soon was 

writing about crackers and getting promoted. The work paid well, but he loathed it. 

He met and married an out-of-work stewardess temping at Nabisco.  He 

began a novel. Though it was, he says, “terrible,” it did show him the way toward a 



love for words, a need to write and eventually toward “coming alive through 

poetry.” Ashamed of his business success, he quit his Nabisco job by slipping a 

note under the door of his boss. It took another 12 years for Dunn to make as much 

money as an academic and a poet as he had in the business world.

 He and his wife, Lois, spent a year in Spain, living on their savings and 

imagining a new life. Dunn applied to graduate writing programs, and was 

surprised to be accepted at Syracuse. Atlantic Monthly bought several of his poems 

just as he began grad school. He taught for three years at a small state school in 

Minnesota, returned to Syracuse for a year, and then took a job at what is now 

Stockton, where he worked in relative semi-obscurity -- until he won the Pulitzer. 

(Sandy: No one calls it Stockton State.)

“That changed things a lot and at the same time not very much,” says Dunn, 

who looks like a poetry professor, with his taste for berets and Birkenstocks. “I get 

a few more invitations to read, but they offer a lot more money. There’s a larger 

sense of regard for the work and me. The crowds are larger. I was preoccupied at 

first, and not able to write for two months. But the good thing is that, winning at 

my age, my habits were already in place.”

Dunn learned he was on the short list months ahead of time. And word that 

he’d won leaked a few days before the announcement -- one of the judges was 

from Syracuse, his grad school -- making for a nervous few days stuck between 



“wow and disappointment,” as he puts it. Though Norton had nominated his work 

previously, he’d never even made it to the short list before. 

His friends say the Pultizer -- he’s won other honors virtually unknown 

outside the small world of poetry -- has delighted Dunn, especially at this stage in 

his life and career. But he’s personally more oblique about what the Pulitzer 

recognition means to him. “I never expected anything from it (writing poetry.) The 

recognition came little by little. I’ve been playing in the big leagues for awhile.”

Dunn opened his 1996 collection of poems, Loosestrife, with a quote from 

William Gass: “Every philosophical catastrophe is a literary opportunity.”  

Loosestrife, a finalist in the National Book Critics Circle, was released just as 

Dunn learned that he had Parkinson’s.

“It was very dispiriting at first,” Dunn says. “The tremor showed in my 

hand. I started to lose ability to play tennis. It was immediately diagnosed, but I did 

go to several different neurologists.” He was hoping for a different diagnosis. “I 

was despairing about life,” he says.

Since then, he has been on a low dose of levadopa, a drug that turns to 

dopamine in the brain. Dopamine is a neurological impulse transmitter, used to 

transfer brain signals into muscular action, and for a while, it works even while the 

part of the brain that naturally releases dopamine dies. But eventually, ever-

increasing doses fail to keep up with the missing dopamine secretions, and the 

disease’s other, more severe, symptoms take hold. Dunn’s only perceptible 



symptom so far remains the tremor on his right side, though his handwriting is 

cramped, and one shoulder seems to droop.

“The future is something I don’t despair about now. And there’s been a lot of 

success in brain stimulation surgery,” Dunn says, adding that it’s an option he may 

choose if his tremors increase. “It hasn’t changed how I live my life, though that 

time will come, I’m sure.” Suicide remains an option, Dunn says, because he can’t 

buy a long-term care policy from an insurer -- and he doesn’t want to be 

dependent. A bon vivant who enjoys food, drink and socializing, he shudders at the 

thought of becoming a poster boy for Parkinson’s.

But he’s not ready to give in. “I’m curiously upbeat at the moment. I’m in 

love with someone, though there is also a sadness that the marriage is over,’’ he 

says of his changing domestic situation. (His wife wore a t-shirt labeled MUSE 

when the Pulitzer was announced, before their estrangement.) “I suspect it has 

influenced the poems, “ he says of his disease, “but only subconsciously. I haven’t 

taken it on.”

Yet his friend and fellow poet, Greg Djanikian, who leads the creative 

writing program at the University of Pennsylvania, sees Dunn’s mortality reflected 

in Different Hours, which is dedicated to Djanikian and his wife, Lysa: “The poems 

aren’t morbid, but they have a sense of coming to terms with the end. His earlier 

poems were more easily celebratory of life. This is a darker book, less redemptive, 

less lightly humorous. There’s a weight and a gravitas that is there.”



Dunn doesn’t belong to a particular school of poets, but the influences of 

William Carlos Williams, Wallace Stevens and Robert Frost are sometimes evident 

in his work. Like John Cheever in prose, Dunn’s subjects are the domestic realities 

of middle-class suburbanites, the inner workings of their minds and their hidden 

emotions. An example:

HONOR

Because in any relationship the wrongs accumulate

 because each of us has the goods,

 the bad goods, on the other –

how to leave closed the historical wound

when a new argument begins, how,

when anger reaches

back into its arsenal, to come forward

with, if not a rose,

 then at least

the knife that’s never been used



which shines a little

as it does its terrible work.

“Stephen’s sense of poetry is someone speaking to someone else, a means of 

communication to another person about daily living, who we are,” says Djanikian. 

“His language is accessible, but his poems are multi-layered. There’s a spareness, 

but an elegance. He’s moved from writing about our damaged lives to writing more 

philosophically and politically, with a broader historical background.”

Dunn’s current editor at W. W. Norton, Carole Houck Smith, agrees that his 

life and poetry are changing: “He’s chosen different subjects. He’s much more 

concerned with mortality.” The Parkinson’s diagnosis left Dunn, whom she 

considers a friend, “bereft.” Smith mourns the change, despite the fine poetry: 

“He’s optimistic, and a gambler by nature,” she says. 

Gerald Costanzo, Dunn’s previous editor at Carnegie-Mellon University 

Press, says the Pulitzer recognition was overdue. “The market is diluted with too 

many poetry books” written by academics who are “the self-important jerks in the 

English Department,” Costanzo says. “That hasn’t helped poetry. He’s the real 

thing, and it finally got recognized. His poems were always about certain kinds of 

human imperfection, of needs impinging. Lately, they are about tolerance and 

forgiveness.”



Not all of Dunn’s readers, including some early admirers, see his evolution 

as a good thing. “His poems now are too intellectualized and removed,’’ said a poet 

and professor who knows Dunn well but prefers to stay unnamed because of the 

small world American poets inhabit. “He’s trapped by becoming successful. He’s 

full of himself. His poetry now is very introspective. It was rooted in the everyday 

until recently, about relationships. … The more intellectualized poetry becomes, 

the less successful it is.” 

Looking for something new, Dunn is crafting a departure from all of his 

previous work: a collection of poems imagining 19th-century literary figures 

visiting present-day Shore towns, including “Mary Shelley in Brigantine.” He 

expects the collection to come out early next year. He isn’t at all sure what sort of 

reception it will get. And he knows his increase in stature makes him a bigger 

target for writers who haven’t been so fortunate … or so doomed. “Poetry is pretty 

incestuous,” he says. “Most of us know each other. But none of it matters. Only the 

work matters.”

      

Stephen Dunn is scheduled to speak at the Philadelphia Free Library on 

Thursday, April 4th at 1901 Vine Street at 8 p.m. Ticket information can be found at 

http://www.library.phila.gov/rtf/rtfticks.htm. 
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